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I. Introduction: Why a New Method of Appraisal? 

This guide provides a summary introduction to my new model for 

appraising closely held firms that possess goodwill. It is distilled from my 

book Goodwill in Small Service Businesses: Negotiating a Fair Price.1 We need a 

new model for appraising these kinds of businesses because the existing 

appraisal models make no economic sense. The best evidence for the failure 

of current appraisal theory lies in the fact that the real-world marketplace 

for buying and selling businesses with goodwill utterly ignores these 

models. These businesses are bought and sold utilizing rules of thumb. 

Every year the Business Brokerage Press puts out its Business Reference 

Guide2 some 800 pages long describing short cut formulas to set equity 

prices for about 600 different businesses. In not one of these pages are 

buyers and sellers admonished to do a careful forecast of future free cash 

flow and select the most appropriate risk adjusted discount or capitalization 

rate from Duff and Phleps.3 In not one of these pages are these buyers and 

sellers told to apply a discount for lack of marketability.  

A second damning piece of evidence about the inadequacy of current 

appraisal theory can be gleaned from those credentialed appraisers who are 

also CPAs (and most credentialed appraisers are CPAs). If you were to ask 

those CPAs how they would appraise the value of their own practice or of 

another CPA practice they were interested in acquiring what do you think 

their answer would be? Discounted future cash flow? Capitalized earnings? 

No. If they were candid and spoke the unvarnished truth they would admit 

that they too would, along with the business brokers, use a rule of thumb.4 

Finally, the intellectual bankruptcy of current appraisal practice and theory 

is on full display in courtrooms throughout the United States. Any attorney 

and judge who has had to advocate for, or adjudicate between, appraisal 

experts’ conclusions of value, has had to wonder how it was possible that 

accepted appraisal methods and theories could lead to such wildly 

divergent equity valuations for the same company. 

Because of the manifold problems with current appraisal theory and 

practice and the fact that rules of thumb give only a crude and somewhat 

arbitrary guide to equity value, I felt compelled to develop a new method 

that made economic sense to buyers and sellers of businesses with goodwill.  

In developing this new model for appraising firms with goodwill I was 

guided by these fundamental questions: 
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• What in economic substance is goodwill? 

• What criteria should guide buyers and sellers in settling on a fair 

price for goodwill? 

• Are there useful upper bound values to the equity of firms with 

goodwill? 

• How should appraisers develop forecasts of future earnings? 
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II. What is Goodwill? Competitive Advantage and the Customer, Client, 

Patient (CCP) Base  

Usually goodwill is said to exist if a business has repeat customers, clients 

or patients. This is certainly true. However, goodwill has value only if it can 

confer a competitive advantage to a potential buyer of a firm that possesses 

it. Goodwill confers a competitive advantage only if it allows the buyer 

immediate access to customers, clients or patients for whom they would 

otherwise have to compete. Saving the time and/or money to acquire 

customers is the key competitive advantage that the seller of a firm with 

goodwill can confer on a potential buyer of that subject company (SC). 

Goodwill is then understood to be a transferrable customer, client, 

patient(CCP) base that conveys to a buyer a competitive advantage 

(throughout this introduction I use the terms “CCP base” and “goodwill” 

interchangeably).  

Successful specialized personal and professional service businesses tend to 

create goodwill. These include: 

• Accounting practices  

• Dental practices 

• Veterinary practices 

• Chiropractic practices 

• Landscaping firms 

• Pool maintenance firms 

• Barbers and hair stylists 

• House cleaning services 

These firms have predictable patterns of repetitive patronization, usually 

have exclusive relationships with their CCPs, and require more than a 

minimal level of skill. Most importantly these service firms have CCPs that 

usually are transferrable. If the seller/service provider retires, a large 

percentage of their CCPs and referral sources will follow that seller’s 

recommendation of a replacement buyer. In other words, the seller can 

provide a buyer with immediate access to a pre-sold CCP base. In these 

service sectors it is often hard to gain new CCPs because strong loyalties 

tend to develop with service providers. In any given market sector if it is 

hard to gain CCPs through competition, the value of goodwill will be high. 

It will be more economical to buy an existing successful firm than compete 

for CCPs. Successful firms in other service and nonservice sectors can also 

develop goodwill but not as reliably as firms in the service sectors listed 
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above. Let me hasten to add that having a transferable CCP base is a 

necessary condition but not sufficient condition to have goodwill with 

significant value. To have value the transferable CCP base also has to 

generate a sufficient net profit or compensation to the new owners.     
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III. Equity vs. Asset Sales: The FCM is a Hybrid Model 

In the application of the FCM, the value assigned to goodwill usually 

establishes the upper bound price that an optimal buyer will pay for the 

equity of the SC. Most main street service firm sales are consummated as 

asset sales. This means that the buyer acquires certain assets of the firm but 

does not acquire the equity of the firm directly.   In valuing an SC, the 

appraiser is required to assign a value to the equity of the firm. But in many, 

if not most cases, the buyer will only acquire the goodwill and certain fixed 

assets of the firm. The buyer will not usually be acquiring the cash or 

receivables if they exist nor will they be assuming any liabilities of the SC. 

Therefore, the appraiser in order to arrive at a value for the total equity of 

the firm in most circumstances will have to assign a value to what a buyer 

would pay for the goodwill and any fixed assets and then add or subtract 

the net value of the assets and liabilities that the buyer will not acquire or 

assume. Looked at in this way the FCM can be considered an asset method. 

The price that the buyer will pay for the goodwill and fixed assets is added 

to the net assets that the buyer will not acquire. 

However, as will be seen the value of goodwill is determined using an 

income method, albeit not a variant of the income methods now in use. 

Goodwill will be valued based upon the future net economic benefits that 

will be realized by an optimal buyer. In that respect it follows income 

methods now widely used. However, the FCM only considers future 

economic benefits over a limited time period, identifies and embeds specific 

risks in the forecast through the use of Monte Carlo simulation and does not 

recognize the legitimacy of discounts for lack of marketability.   
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IV. The Value of Goodwill = Fair Commission 

Since goodwill stems from the seller being able to provide immediate access 

to pre-sold CCPs we can think of the price paid by the buyer for this 

goodwill as a finder’s fee or sales commission. Finding a fair value for 

goodwill follows the logic of a finding a fair sales commission. Hence the 

name of this model. So what criteria should guide the buyer and seller in 

negotiating a fair finder’s fee or commission? The answer provided by the 

FCM is that a negotiated price should be a function of three elements: 

◼ The buyer’s and seller’s standards of fairness. 

◼ A forecast of the upper bound economic value of the SC’s 

CCP base. 
◼ The reference level of return the buyer will seek to 

achieve. 
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V. The Buyer’s and Seller’s Standards of Fairness 

Self-interest will of course be a major motivator in guiding the negotiation 

of the equity price of an SC. The buyer will seek the lowest possible price, 

and the seller the highest price, for the equity in the SC. That said, empirical 

studies from game theory of two player games such as the ultimatum and 

dictator games show that self-interest is constrained by a sense of fairness.5 

Furthermore research in behavioral economics shows that both businesses 

and their customers recognize norms of fairness that, while not totally 

dominating self-interest, at least serve as a constraint on actual business 

conduct.6 Perhaps most relevantly when potential buyers and sellers engage 

the services of an appraiser they want to know that the value the appraiser 

derives for an SC represents a fair price. If fairness were not an important 

consideration in the appraisal process then the standard of value most 

invoked would be “market value” rather than “fair market value”.  

While a buyer’s and seller’s fairness standards are often implicit, the FCM 

holds that these standards should be made explicit because by being made 

explicit they can guide the seller and buyer towards a mutually satisfactory 

exchange price. As noted before the FCM holds that in economic substance 

the buyer and seller are negotiating a fair commission, or finder’s fee, for 

immediate access to CCPs for whom they would otherwise have to 

compete. Traditional appraisal theory is mainly silent on the question of 

what constitutes fairness in these sorts of negotiations. The income method 

as currently formulated reflects only one principle of fairness: the risk/ 

reward principle that holds that risk and reward should be inversely 

related. The greater the risk the lower the price of the equity, and vice versa. 

But there are two even more important fairness considerations that both the 

buyer and seller implicitly bring to the negotiating table.  

First, the seller recognizes that it was his or her ability to provide quality 

goods and/or services in the past that has allowed the firm to create a pool 

of repeat CCPs that will be available to the “right” buyer. The seller believes 

it should be rewarded for this past effort, commensurate with the economic 

value of the competitive advantage conferred to the buyer. Even if the seller 

does not believe that they are entirely responsible for the value of the 

transferable CCP base, that seller will believe by virtue of ownership that 

this value should not simply be given away to the buyer. Some reasonable 

allocation between seller and buyer of the value is appropriate.  
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The buyer on the other hand will be assuming the burdens of managing and 

operating the SC in such a way that the transferred CCPs will continue to be 

CCPs. The buyer must, net of the acquisition and normal operating costs of 

doing business, receive a fair return for agreeing to assume this managerial 

and operational burden.  The issue of how a buyer decides what a fair 

return should be is discussed below.  The buyer also will believe that it 

should pay a commission for only CCPs who will continue to patronize the 

firm after the equity transfer and then only for as long as they remain CCPs. 

It does not make sense to pay for access to CCPs that do not “show up”. 

And even if they show up once or a few times commissions should be paid 

only when those CCPs actually generate revenue. 

Even if there is no obvious terminal period in which transferred CCPs will 

cease doing business with the firm, there is a principle of fairness that 

dictates that commissions should not be owed to the seller forever. For each 

future patronization the successor buyer has to repeatedly earn the trust of 

those CCPs. In effect every time the buyer has re-earned the trust of the 

CCPs it seems fair to think that their “equity” in the client should increase.    

It should be noted that these just described fairness criteria are embedded in 

traditional “earn out” sales terms often found in the equity exchanges of 

accounting practices. In these exchanges the equity paid to the seller is 

based on a percentage of annual fees collected from only those clients that 

transfer to the buyer and continue to use the services of the buyer, and then 

only for a fixed number of years.7  

The challenge in these types of equity price negotiation is to settle on a price 

that meets the fairness criteria of both the buyer and seller. Beyond making 

explicit these fairness principles, buyers and sellers must have access to 

realistic forecasts of the revenue a CCP base will generate in the future. It is 

to this forecasting challenge we turn to next.  
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VI. Upper Bound Economic Values of Goodwill: The Maximum Competitive 

Advantage  

When faced with a very complicated forecasting challenge it is helpful to 

consider the extremes which set the range of possible values of interest.8 In 

the negotiation of a fair price for the equity of an SC with goodwill, the 

value of interest is the value of the CCP base. This value is a function of the 

following factors: 

• The number of CCPs that will continue to be CCPs and how long 

they will remain CCPs after the seller exits the firm. 

• The extent of the return the buyer can realize on future revenue 

derived from retained CCPs. 

The FCM holds that there is a theoretical upper bound for the value of an 

SC’s CCP base called the maximum competitive advantage (MCA). This is a 

very useful starting point for appraising the value of the CCP base. The 

(MCA) is the highest level of expected future discretionary earnings a buyer 

could expect to generate from the transferred CCP base. An MCA forecast 

takes into account all non-discretionary operating costs before consideration 

of any equity payment to the seller. The MCA will depend upon how many 

of the CCPs will transfer, how long they will remain CCPs and the gross 

revenue and operating margins the new owner can be expected to realize. 

The MCA basically defines the value “pie” that is to be divided between the 

seller and buyer.   

The MCA forecast depends not only on the characteristics of the CCPs, but 

also upon the characteristics of the assumed buyer. Certain buyers are going 

to be better equipped to retain CCPs than other buyers. Certain buyers are 

going to be able to operate more efficiently than other buyers and thus 

generate higher levels of discretionary earnings than other buyers on the 

same dollar of gross revenue. In theory and in practice there will be in any 

given market context one buyer who will be able to generate a higher level 

of discretionary earnings than any other buyer. This will be the “optimal 

buyer.”  

As a practical matter in most situations, the optimal buyer will be a buyer 

already operating in, or owning a similar business at either a larger or 

smaller scale than the seller. This amounts to saying that the optimal buyer 

will either be a skilled and experienced employee or a larger competitor 

firm to the SC. This is particularly true for smaller main street businesses 
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where the seller performs full time management and CCP service duties. 

Finding a replacement for the owner manager will always be a challenge. A 

skilled employee without a CCP base of their own may have the capacity to 

step in and serve as an adequate replacement. Alternatively, a larger 

competitor firm with a surplus of skilled employees may also prove to be a 

viable candidate.    

Lower Upper Bounds 

The MCA forecast in most circumstances is only a theoretical upper bound 

for the value of an SC with a transferable CCP base. Depending upon the 

type of buyer, two lower upper bounds will apply. For a buyer who is a 

competitor, a “compete or buy” (COB) forecast often provides a more 

realistic upper bound value than the MCA forecast. For a buyer who is 

currently an employee, a “differential compensation” forecast often 

represents a more realistic upper bound than the MCA forecast.  

Every potential buyer has an alternative to buying an SC: they can compete 

for customers. The COB forecast measures the difference in net expected 

discretionary earnings between the alternatives. If an SC offers a buyer 

immediate access to a fixed number of CCPs, the COB forecast estimates the 

amount of time it would take to acquire a comparable number of CCPs 

through competition. The difference between discretionary earnings (before 

taking into account the cost of buying the SC) over this time frame 

represents the upper bound value the buyer would be willing to pay for the 

SC’s CCP base.  

If the potential buyer is currently an employee, then there is a different 

possible lower upper bound. The employee will want to know how much 

better off he or she would be if they remain an employee versus acquiring 

the SC. This question is answered by a differential compensation forecast. 

The differential compensation forecast projects the difference between the 

expected discretionary earnings the buyer will realize (before an allowance 

for the price of the equity) and the amount of compensation they would 

receive if they remain an employee. The forecast period is the expected 

working life span of the buyer. Again, the result of this forecast sets an 

upper bound price for the equity of the SC’s CCP base.  

The use of these upper bound forecasts will be illustrated in the 

comprehensive case study below.  
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VII. Discretionary Earnings as a Measure of Future Economic Benefit to the 

Buyer 

The FCM utilizes a discretionary earnings measure of economic benefit for a 

number of reasons. Discretionary earnings include any compensation for 

owner labor which for smaller firms is usually significant. Increased 

compensation is often a motivator to acquire a small closely held firm. For 

smaller firms, discretionary earnings will include a significant amount of 

owner compensation. For larger companies, the ratio of owner 

compensation to discretionary earnings is usually much smaller and thus 

the discretionary earnings for these companies becomes identical to the free 

cash flow metric used in the income method currently. The FCM adopts the 

more flexible measure of economic benefits to avoid the hair-splitting 

disputes that inevitably occur when attempting to parse owner manager 

cash flow into salary versus free cash flow. Current income methods do not 

recognize increased owner compensation as a driver of goodwill value. The 

FCM by utilizing discretionary earnings as a driver of value explicitly 

recognizes that increased owner compensation is a driver of goodwill value.    
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VIII. Simulation and Risk in Forecasting Upper Bounds 

The FCM utilizes Monte Carlo simulation techniques in developing upper 

bound forecasts. These forecasts identify specific material sources of risk 

and variation in future economic benefits. Each material source of risk and 

variation is assigned a probability function and upper bound forecasts are 

reported based on the results of multiple simulations. The FCM holds that 

probabilistic modeling with specific risk identification provides a far more 

realistic forecast of future SC performance than the discounted future cash 

flow and capitalized earnings methods now in wide use. These methods do 

not attempt to identify specific material sources of risk and variation and 

make no effort at realistic forecasting. In current income methodology one 

built up or combined risk rate is substituted for the identification of specific 

risks. This risk rate is used in a one stage or two stage computation that 

quite unrealistically assumes that the SC will generate revenues forever at 

precisely the same growth rate year in and year out. There has never been, 

nor will there ever be any SC that generates revenues indefinitely at the 

same unwavering rate of growth each year. The comprehensive case study 

below illustrates the use of probabilistic modeling and simulation.  

Simplifying the Forecasting Challenge: The Five to Seven Year Earn Out 

Many appraisers will find the forecast of the MCA and Differential 

Compensations forecasts too daunting. Attempting to forecast revenues and 

compensation over twenty plus years might seem too speculative even with 

the best of simulation tools. There is a simplifying alternative. Given that 

the FCM posits that the optimal buyer will only be willing to pay a 

commission for a limited period of time, the appraiser can forecast the value 

of the CCP base as an “earn out” over five to seven years. This reduces the 

forecast time frame to a more tractable level.  

How does an appraiser choose the time period and the annual percentage 

buyout? Use a competitor survey. I have used this technique in appraisal 

engagements. In the survey the appraiser should describe the number of 

CCPs and the historical fees or revenue that have been generated on the 

CCP base. Then ask the competitors what length of earn out and what level 

of annual percentage of fees they would consider reasonable.  
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IX. The Buyer’s Bid and Economic Reference Points 

Armed with an idea of the rational upper bound value of the SC’s CCP base, 

the buyer and seller will still have to decide how to allocate the value 

between them. The buyer’s proposed allocation of value will depend upon 

the buyer’s economic reference point.  A buyer’s economic reference point is 

the level of return the buyer will seek net of (a) all operating costs and (b) 

cost of acquiring the equity of the selling firm. There are three typical 

reference points for most buyers: 

• If the buyer is an employee, their current compensation is a reference 

point.  

• If the buyer is already a competitor in the market, then the rate of 

return on their existing customer base is their reference point. 

• The seller’s current level of return is often a targeted reference point. 

Generally, employee potential buyers will seek higher levels of return from 

owning an SC than their current compensation. This is due to the fact that 

their responsibilities as an owner will be significantly greater than their 

responsibilities as an employee.  Competitor potential buyers will seek to at 

least match within a reasonable period of time a rate of return equal to the 

rate of return they currently realize on their CCP base. From a practical 

standpoint it will rarely be possible for the buyer to attain the level of seller 

return immediately, given that they have to pay some amount for the equity 

of the SC. However, if the seller believes that the rate of return he or she 

currently realize is a fair one, then he or she must out of a sense of fairness 

allow the equity price to be set in such a way that the buyer can attain that 

level of return in a relatively short period of time. This is yet another way in 

which fairness considerations push the buyer and seller to limit the 

commission (the value of goodwill) to a short period of time.  
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X. The Optimal Buyer  

If we accept the above criteria for establishing a negotiated fair price for an SC with 

goodwill and the logic of upper bound values, there are important implications that 

immediately follow. Chief among these implications is that the economic value of 

goodwill is not intrinsic to the SC but will depend upon the characteristics of the 

buyer. Current appraisal theory treats equity value as an intrinsic property of the SC 

that does not depend upon the characteristics of the buyer.  The most widely used 

standard of value specifies only a hypothetical buyer, with no appraisal specific 

characteristics beyond willingness to acquire, absent coercion, and awareness of 

relevant operating characteristics of the SC.   

 

In the application of the income method, appraisers apply a discount or 

capitalization rate to a proxy forecast of future cash flow. This discount or 

capitalization rate does not vary with respect to any particular type of future buyer. 

The selected rate is supposed to reflect the inherent risk associated with the future 

cash flow.  Furthermore, the proxy for future cash flow does not vary with respect to 

any particular type of buyer in the application of the income method. This risk and 

cash flow invariance is unrealistic. Different potential buyers will have varying 

degrees of capacity and motivation to exploit the competitive advantage offered by 

the SC. Those potential buyers with greater skill and resources are likely to retain 

CCPs at a greater rate and thus realize a greater return from transferred CCPs than 

potential buyers with less skill and less resources.  The future cash flow upon which 

the value of goodwill relies will change depending on the potential buyer. Similarly, 

the risks associated with future cash flows will be sensitive to the skill and resources 

of different potential acquirers. Those with greater skill and resources will be able to 

weather the normal as well as unexpected shocks that affect all businesses better 

than those potential buyers with less skill and resources. 9 

 

The optimal buyer is that potential buyer with the combination of capacities and 

motivation that will be able to generate the greatest return on the future revenue 

derived from transferred CCPs. Because such a buyer will be able to generate the greatest 

possible returns, it is that buyer who is likely to pay the highest equity price for the SC. Let me 

hasten to say that using an optimal buyer standard is not equivalent to identifying a 

particular real-world buyer. Rather the idea behind the optimal buyer standard is that 

there will be at least one real world buyer whose combination of capacities and 

motivation will allow them to generate a higher return than any other potential 

buyer.  
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XI. Comprehensive Case Example 

 

The SC is a “male only” barbershop operated and owned by EE, a 31-year-old, 

Hispanic man who has been cutting hair since he was a teenager. EE operates a nine-

chair shop located in suburban Broward County, Florida. He has accumulated about 

175 repeat customers that he personally serves. Most of his customers are younger 

Hispanic males. He services his clientele from his chair and has chair rental 

agreements with independent contractor barbers for use of the other chairs.  The SC 

appraisal does not include the chair rental component of his operation. 

 

The FCM stresses the importance having a detailed understanding of an SC’s CCP 

base. This is a critical step because a detailed CCP census indicates the source and 

timing of the SC’s revenue. A thorough census can also help predict what percentage 

of CCP are likely to transfer to a successor on the basis of a recommendation from 

the seller.  

 

This is the approximate age distribution of EE’s customers: 

 

 

This is an approximate breakdown of how long he has cut his customers’ hair:  

 

The fact that about 80% of EE’s customers have been using EE’s services five or more 

years is a testimony to the degree to which he has been able to build a very loyal 

customer base. These statistics also indicate that EE should have a significant 

influence over customer’s choice to transfer to a new barber.10 Here is a breakdown of 

his customer base categorized by the amount of revenue per patronization and the 

frequency of patronization: 
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Here is the same categorical breakdown showing annual gross revenue: 

 

 
 

Here is the computation of annual gross revenue per customer: 
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Who is the Optimal Buyer? 

 

It is clear that EE has built up a successful barbering business with a loyal customer 

base. It is also clear that EE works very long and hard hours to maintain the loyalty 

of his customers. But it is also clear that not just any licensed barber could take EE’s 

place and be able to retain the bulk of his customers. Any potential buyer of his 

customer base will have to have the skill, cultural and age compatibility, and time to 

service EE’s customer base. An older “Anglo” barber would not be a good fit. Such a 

barber may not understand the hair styles that EE’s customers prefer. Furthermore, 

barbering is a deeply personal matter and having a barber with the right personality 

is as important as having the technical skill to give a haircut.  

 

There are in the South Florida region many skilled younger Hispanic barbers who 

could make a good personal connection with EE’s customers. However, capacity 

also becomes an issue. Of the many Hispanic barbers in the region who could 

successfully service EE’s customers, a very large percentage of them will already be 

servicing their own customer base in their own shops (as either owner or employees 

of that shop).  Specifically, if such a barber has a fairly big customer base of his or her 

own, he or she will not be able to service EE’s customers and existing customers as 

well.  

 

It would appear that only a barber with a small base of customers would be in the 

best position to take advantage of EE’s customer base. Such a barber would likely 

either be inexperienced or completely new to the area. An inexperienced barber may 

lack the financial resources to acquire the customer base or lack the depth of 

experience to adequately manage it. For such a buyer seller financing may be 

required. Thus, the optimal buyer would be an experienced barber with some 

financial resources who is relocating into the area. It may take some time to find such 

a buyer, but given the climate, low taxes and relatively low cost of living in this part 

of Florida, it seems feasible that such a buyer could be found. Such a barber is 

deemed to be the optimal buyer.  

 

A natural question arises here. How does the characterization of an optimal buyer 

help an appraiser predict the highest and most likely bid? Given that the optimal 

buyer is a skilled barber, as appraisers we can specify the kind of reference level of 

discretionary earnings that such a barber will use in deciding the price he would be 

willing to bid to have access to EE’s customers. In this case a skilled and licensed 

barber without customers would have two alternatives to buying EE’s customer 

base. That buyer could work as an employee for another barber or enter into a chair 
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rental arrangement to build up his own customer base. As shown below it is not 

difficult to compute the forecast paybacks for both options and these provide useful 

guides in determining the upper bound of what the barber would be willing to bid 

for immediate access to EE’s customer base.  

 

Estimating Discretionary Earnings (DE), Referral, Transfer and Attrition Rates 

 

The gross revenue per customer analyzed above does not include any fixed 

overhead costs, so it is not a fair DE proxy for the optimal buyer. EE currently has his 

overhead covered by chair rental he receives from other barbers. Since the optimal 

buyer will not have access to this chair rental revenue, and is not buying that 

revenue stream, we must reduce the DE per customer by an overhead factor. To do 

this I assume that the buyer will have to pay $125 per week chair rental and a small 

amount for supplies and other incidental costs. We will assume another $25 per 

week for other supplies and fixed expenses. Thus, we will reduce the revenue of 

$99,000 by $7,800 to arrive at a total adjusted DE of $91,200. On a per customer basis, 

this translates to about $525 DE per year. This will be subject to variation depending 

upon how much of the customer base can be retained. 

 

Referral, Attrition and Transfer Rates 

 

The forecast for upper bound values of EE’s customer base is directly impacted by 

the percentage of customers that will heed EE’s recommendation to use the services 

of the new barber. I call this the “transfer rate.” The forecast of the maximum 

competitive advantage (MCA) is also impacted by the rate at which customers leave 

the new buyer. I call this the “attrition rate.” Finally, the forecast of lower upper 

bound values (Compete or Buy and Differential Compensation) are impacted by the 

rate at which the buyer can be expected to acquire new customers. I call this the 

“replacement rate.” EE estimates the rate of referrals from existing customers to be 

between 30 and 40 per year. This would translate to a replacement rate of between 

15% and 20%. He estimates that between 60% and 80% of his customers would heed 

his recommendation for a successor. Finally, he estimates that he loses no more than 

between 5 and 10 existing customers per year. This translates into an attrition rate of 

between 2.5% and 5%. EE also notes that his shop gains “walk in” new customers at 

a rate of about one per week. Because EE is working at capacity, he refers these 

“walk in” customers to barbers who rent chairs from him. 
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The MCA Forecast 

 

Here is the summary of the key forecast parameters and their associated probability 

distributions functions(PDFs) for the simulation of the MCA. Note that there is no 

identified major uninsured risk included because none exist for this location or 

service sector. 

 

 
 

The “Buy DE” above represents the expected amount of discretionary earnings that 

the optimal buyer will realize if he acquires EE’s customer base. The “Compete DE” 

represents the expected discretionary earnings per customer if the optimal buyer 

were to compete for customers rather than acquire EE’s customer base.  Over a 

twenty-five-year period here are the simulation results for the MCA:      
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The inter-quartile range is $648-$705,000. The mean of about $675,000 is a good 

approximation of the MCA. The MCA reflects attrition and is not what any rational 

buyer would be willing to bid for the customer base. The MCA is simply a 

theoretical upper bound value, the very most DE that a buyer could extract in 

discretionary earnings from EE’s customer base before taking into account the cost of 

acquisition. The MCA is the measure of the very highest size of the value of the 

customer base to be allocated between the buyer and seller. 

 

The COB: A Lower Upper Bound 

 

Because an optimal buyer has an ability to acquire new customers fairly quickly in 

this location, we have to consider the impact of the buyer’s option to compete for 

customers. We will assume that as an alternative to acquiring EE’s customer base, 

our optimal buyer could enter into a chair rental arrangement and start from scratch. 

If we assume that the service capacity of a buyer is 175 customers, this level could be 

reached in three to four years. Ignoring the impact of attrition, the benefits of 

acquiring EE’s customer base only exists during this period of time. Here is the 

model for one possible outcome over five years.  
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This is just one possible outcome. When we run 1,000 scenarios these are the 

results. 
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The inter-quartile range is $97-$107,000. 

 

This COB measure indicates that the optimal buyer will be better off buying 

immediate access to EE’s customers as opposed to competing for them for only a 

three to four-year period, and that the full present value of the benefit of buying EE’s 

customer base versus competing is about $100,000. This is not the likely bid because 

this reflects the competitive advantage before considering the cost of the equity.  The 

COB is a lower upper bound. 

 

We also must consider the fact that our optimal buyer has another alternative to 

competing for customers. That barber could work as a salaried employee for a chain 

barber. So, in deciding on a bid this alternative measure of comparative advantage 

has to be considered as well. 

 

An Alternative Lower Upper Bound: Differential Compensation  

 

Based on BLS survey data we can assume that as an employee our optimal buyer 

can command a salary of $45,000 per year working for a chain shop. Let’s assume 

that the buyer is willing to wait five years to attain the level of discretionary earnings 

EE now realizes. Because the optimal buyer will not be assumed to take over 

management of the other barbers, we will use an $80,000 figure for the targeted DE 

rather than the $99,000 EE currently earns (we previously reduced the DE by $10,000 

to reflect additional overhead an optimal buyer would incur). Over five years, this 
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would translate to an increased salary of $35,000 total or an increase of $7,000 per 

year. Here is one possible scenario for the differential compensation. 

 

 

 

Here are the full results of a simulation of this model. 
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The inter-quartile range is $66-$70,000. 

 

Based on the simulation runs, the optimal buyer should be willing to acquire EE’s 

customer base for between $60,000 and $75,000. Such a buyout price is less than the 

COB and still allows the buyer to attain the level of DE currently realized by EE 

within a three to four-year period. Buyout terms would probably call for annual 

payments of between $20,000 and $25,000 for three years. A point estimate of $70,000 

for EE’s equity in his customer base appears reasonable. 

 

Comparison of FCM Appraisal Results to Traditional Approaches 

 

Let’s compare the FCM appraisal result with two more traditional methods. First, 

consider the rule of thumb approach. The Business Reference Guide stipulates a rule of 

thumb at 10% to 25% of seller’s discretionary earnings plus $1,500 a chair and 

inventory.11 Using $80,000 as EE’s DE, this would lead to an appraised value of 

between $10,000 and $22,000.  

 

An appraiser utilizing an income approach (as currently understood) would first 

seek to convert EE’s DE to free cash flow after a normalizing adjustment for owner 

compensation. The very most that such an appraiser would deem to be free cash 

flow would be the difference between EE’s DE and what the buyer could earn as an 

employee. Using the same $45,000 compensation figure we utilized for a chain 

employee, this would leave $35,000 in free cash flow. Let’s suppose the appraiser 

used a single stage capitalized earnings approach. If that appraiser chose risk-

adjusted discount rates of between 10% and 15% and a growth rate of 2% this would 

entail net capitalization rates of between 8% and 13%. This would lead to appraised 

values of between $270,000 and $438,000. Of course, these would be discounted for 

lack of marketability somewhere in the range of 25% leading to final appraised 

values of between $200,000 and $328,000! Far more than the COB or differential 

compensation forecasts for the SC. Not surprisingly the rule of thumb turns out to be 

more economically realistic than the income method.  
 

The hypothetical, non-synergistic income approach does not recognize that there are 

upper bound values to an SC’s customer base. However, these upper bound values 

will depend very much on the capacities and motivations of the buyer. Could a non-

synergistic passive buyer retain and service EE’s customer base? An appraiser using 

a traditional income method might say yes. That passive buyer would have to find 

an employee with the right match of attributes to retain EE’s customers. Certainly, 
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there are passive owners of barber shops. In fact, the market is divided between 

owner operated and chain type barbers, with the latter owned mainly by non-

barbers. But these chain shops do not usually cater to the higher end weekly and 

biweekly customers that make up most of EE’s customer base. If a non-barber owner 

were to take over EE’s customer base and that owner hired an employee without the 

requisite compatibility and commitment that EE currently provides, the loss of 

customers would be much higher (and hence the future cash flow much lower) than 

was projected in the simulations reported above. Not only would attrition be much 

higher, the risk would be much higher as well. A passive owner would have to 

factor in the impact of potential employee turnover into the simulation of future 

revenue. No such risk need be factored into a simulation when the buyer is assumed 

to both own the business and service the customers him or herself.      
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XII. The Optimal Buyer Standard in Relation to Existing Standards of 

Business Value  

How does the proposed optimal buyer standard compare with existing 

standards? There may be concerns that it contradicts these standards. To 

answer this concern, I will use Hitchner’s classification as a starting point. 

Hitchner identifies five standards of value utilized in varying business 

appraisal contexts:12 

1. Fair Market Value (FMV) 

2. Investment Value 

3. Intrinsic Value 

4. Fair Value Sate rights) 

5. Fair Value (financial reporting) 

Here are brief descriptions of these standards and their relationship to the 

proposed optimal buyer standard.  

Fair Market Value 

This is the standard of value associated with the “willing buyer/willing 

seller” definition codified in IRS Revenue Ruling 59-60.  The definition of 

FMV found in the International Glossary of Business Valuation Terms adds the 

qualifier “hypothetical” to “willing buyer” in the definition found in the 

Revenue Ruling. By its very meaning the term “hypothetical” provides 

virtually no guidance to an appraiser in developing a valuation for an SC. 

The optimal buyer is both a hypothetical and willing buyer. Thus, the 

optimal buyer standard does not contradict the fair market value standard. 

Investment Value 

The International Glossary defines investment value as “The value to a 

particular investor based on individual investment requirements and 

expectations.” The use of the article “a” gives an appraiser no guidance 

whatsoever in the appraisal process. One would suppose that this standard 

of value would be applicable in a situation where an appraiser was assigned 

the task of valuing an SC for a particular prospective acquirer. To reiterate, 

the optimal buyer standard specifies the characteristics of a hypothetical 

buyer that would allow that buyer to realize the highest return on an SC’s 

CCP base. Application of the optimal buyer standard does not require the 

identification of a particular actual buyer. 
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Intrinsic Value  

According to Hitchner this standard is usually applied to publicly traded 

companies. The idea is to glean the present value of a firm based on the 

future dividends derived from earnings forecasts. Since most closely held 

SCs do not issue dividends, this is not a helpful concept for most appraisal 

engagements. That said when approaching the issue of mergers and 

acquisitions of larger private companies, the application of an optimal buyer 

standard may be helpful in assigning values to the equities of the 

transacting firms. Of course, in these cases it may not be possible to apply 

an optimal buyer standard without in the process identifying specific 

potential buyers or merger candidates as often there are only a small 

number of acquirer or merger candidates. 

Fair Value (State Rights) 

Hitchner describes this as the value of shares immediately before a 

corporate action to which a shareholder dissents. These standards generally 

establish the timing of a valuation but provide no guidance as to how the 

valuation is to be developed. For this reason, the application of an optimal 

buyer standard should not conflict with the various Fair Value standards 

found in different jurisdictions. 

Fair Value (FASB) 

Paragraph 5 of ASC 820 defines fair value as “the price that would be 

received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly 

transaction between market participants at the measurement date.” This 

statement requires consideration of the exit price that would be received for 

the equity interest in a hypothetical transaction in an orderly market 

(excluding forced liquidations or other distress sales). Yet again there is no 

conflict with an optimal buyer standard. The hypothetical buyer can be an 

optimal buyer. Very importantly from my point of view the FASB statement 

explicitly references the highest and best use standard utilized in real 

property appraisal.   

Highest and Best Use  

Although the ASC 820 refers to the highest and best use standard, it is clear 

from the context that this is the standard to be used for tangible assets and 

not intangible assets such as goodwill or customer relationships. In the real 
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estate context, highest and best use is defined as “that reasonable and 

probable use that will support the highest present value.”13 

This standard recognizes that when there are different potential uses for a 

piece of real estate, appraisers must value the subject property under the 

assumption that the specific use will be the one that yields the highest 

return. This standard is quite a bit more specific than the above described 

current standards applied to closely held firms. The real estate standard 

narrows the real estate appraiser’s task. The above described standards for 

business appraisal are so broad that they do not narrow or guide the 

business appraiser’s task. The optimal buyer standard does not contradict or 

replace the existing standards but can serve to make appraisals more 

realistic. 
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XIII. The Role of the Appraiser: From Art to Forecasting Science 

Current appraisal practice and theory focusses on normalizing historic 

financial statements to derive a cash flow return that will be representative 

of future earnings and capitalizing or discounting this cash flow utilizing 

one selected risk adjusted rate of return that impounds all major sources of 

risk and variation in those cash flows. Much of the debate in appraisal 

theory and practice turns on the question of deciding what that rate should 

be. However, the market place of real world buyers and sellers of closely 

held firms realizes that this approach is an absurdity. Application of one 

risk rate in either a single stage or two stage approach of the income method 

presupposes that an SC’s cash flow will continue forever and experience the 

same level of growth forever. In predicting the future earnings of any 

conceivable closely held firm the one thing that we can be absolutely certain 

of is that it will not be able to generate cash flow at a continuously constant 

growth rate forever. Furthermore, the idea that one well-chosen discount 

rate can capture all relevant sources of risk and variation is equally absurd. 

Any rational buyer of a closely held firm ought to demand some form of 

realistic forecasting of future returns. The FCM tells appraisers that accurate 

forecasting of future returns is precisely what ought to be contained in 

every appraisal report.  

In order to accomplish accurate forecasting, the appraisal profession has to 

commit itself to collecting empirical data on forecast relevant micro-

economic data. Survey research will be an important part of this process. 

Survey research will help appraisers obtain better forecasts on the following 

issues: 

• The likelihood of following a seller’s recommendation for a 

successor buyer. 

• The frequency of patronizations for different sector businesses. 

• The length of time CCPs patronize one main service provider. 

Another key to developing better forecasting involves feedback. A 

clearinghouse mechanism needs to be put in place to allow appraisers to 

compare forecasts with actual outcomes. To accomplish this, appraisers will 

need to gain the approval of their clients to compare post engagement, the 

SC’s financial performance with the forecasted performance.  
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XIV. The FCM and Rules of Thumb 

Application of the FCM demands more of the appraiser than the application 

of current appraisal methodologies. No current method demands the 

development of meaningful forecasts beyond a very short period of time. 

Developing a census detailing the nature of an SC’s CCP base is a far more 

daunting task than simply normalizing earnings as reported on tax returns 

or financial statements and then picking out one discount rate. Often 

owners of smaller firms have little detailed awareness of the composition of 

their CCP base, although they may have a good intuitive feel for the drivers 

of revenue. Developing a CCP base census will often be an eye-opening 

experience for these owners. But unless an appraiser or a potential buyer 

has a good detailed understanding of the CCP base realistic forecasting is 

difficult at best. 

In a similar vein, it is far easier to find one all-encompassing risk factor than 

identify specific material risks and assign realistic probability functions to 

those risks. But again, the extra effort will almost always yield more realistic 

forecasts. Current income methods are like rules of thumb, short cut 

methods. It is unrealistic to expect that short cut methods will disappear 

from the scene. As long as developing realistic forecasts remains a difficult 

and time-consuming task buyers, sellers and brokers will continue to use 

rules of thumb. The Business Reference Guide will not go out of print any time 

soon. 

So, for those sectors where there are widely known and accepted rules of 

thumb no responsible appraiser can completely ignore them. These rules of 

thumb will emerge and be reinforced in the reported transactions in 

databases such as Bizcomps, Pratt Stats and IBA. However, the careful 

application of the FCM will still yield realistic forecasts of future 

discretionary earnings and thus provide a more rational basis for 

determining the equity value of an SC than the rules of thumb. In effect, the 

FCM can be utilized in conjunction with rules of thumb to insure that 

derived values from these formulas actually make economic sense.  
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XV. Discounts for Lack of Marketability 

The idea behind the need for a discount for marketability stems from the 

mistaken idea that a tiny minority share of stock in a publicly traded 

company traded bears a relationship to an equity interest in a closely held 

company.  Almost always this is patently untrue. Most publicly traded 

companies operate at scales much larger than closely held firms and offer a 

far more diversified range of products and services. In publicly traded 

firms, day to day management is separated from ownership while rarely is 

this the case in closely held firms. From an investment standpoint minority 

shares in publicly traded firms can be purchased by virtually anyone who 

can afford the share price. With closely held firms potential buyers are 

usually limited to only those with specialized skills and strong motivation 

and willingness to participate in the day to day operations of the business. 

Essentially, publicly traded shares and equity interests in closely held firms 

are entirely different classes of investment. In the same way that shares of 

publicly traded securities represent a different class of investment 

opportunity than direct investment in real estate or collectables such as art, 

stamps, and rare coins.  

Each of these investment classes have different levels of liquidity. Minority 

shares in publicly traded securities are very liquid with low liquidation 

costs. Real estate, equity in closely held firms, art and other collectables are 

less liquid and tend to incur higher liquidation costs. However, discounting 

the value of assets in one investment class due to the lesser liquidity in some 

other investment class makes no economic sense whatever. For this reason 

equipment, real estate, and art appraisers do not apply discounts for lack of 

marketability to these investments. Neither should appraisers of equity in 

closely held firms.14    
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XVI. You Can Help 

If after reviewing the FCM you believe that it represents a positive step 

forward in appraisal theory and practice you can advance my efforts to 

make appraisals more useful and practical. There are several ways that this 

can be done: 

• Send me feedback and suggestions.  

• Share this PDF with colleagues. 

• Send me information on speaking opportunities. 

Another very important set of projects also needs to be completed. In order 

to make the application of the FCM more useful, sector by sector analyses of 

wage and owner discretionary earnings should be developed that will be 

useful in forecasting differential compensation in specific appraisal 

engagements. If you would be interested in helping develop such guidance 

please let me know. 

Please contact me at my email: mselmaleh@gmail.com. 

 

mailto:mselmaleh@gmail.com
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